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1. INTRODUCTION 
The irreducible unipotent representations of the finite general linear groups 
CL,+,(q) are the composition factors of the permutation representation on a 
Bore1 subgroup. Over a field of characteristic zero, there are exactly as many 
inequivalent irreducible unipotent representations as there are partitions of 
1-t 1; this was proved by Steinberg [3] using characters. In this paper we 
shall construct an irreducible unipotent representation for each partition of 
I + 1, over an arbitrary field whose characteristic does not divide q. In a 
future paper we intend to give an entirely different construction which 
produces some of these representations and derive more detailed information 
for particular partitons. 
Since the kernel of a unipotent representation contains the centre of 
GL[+,(q), a unipotent representation may be regarded as a representation of 
the projective general linear group. This observation enables us to place 
some of our results in the more general framework of the representation 
theory of finite Chevalley groups; although the methods give few irreducible 
representations in this situation, we shall use the notation of Chevalley 
groups as far as we can, since the results appear to be of sufficient 
significance to merit further investigation. 
2. PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS OF WEYL GROUPS 
We shall study the permutation representations of Chevalley groups on 
parabolic subgroups of the Chevalley groups. As the Weyl groups strongly 
influence the structure of the corresponding Chevalley groups, we start by 
considering the parabolic subgroups of Weyl groups. Our notation and some 
of our results are taken from Carter’s book [ 1 ] on simple groups of Lie type. 
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8 denotes a Euclidean space of dimension I and @ is a system of roots in 
!IJ. If I E 0, then w, is defined to be the linear map given by 
W-,x) w,(x) = x - (r, * r (x E ‘21). 
The Weyl group W of @ is the group generated by the reflections w, for 
all r E @. 
Let n be a fundamental system in Qi, and let @J+ be the corresponding 
positive system. If J is a subset of n, we define g, to be the subspace of %J 
spanned by J, and QJ to be @ n gJ. 
Let W, be the subgroup of W generated by the reflections w, with r E QJ. 
If r is a root and w, E W,, then r E QJ. For w, E W, implies that for every 
x E 23, w,(x) -x E Z3J (this can be proved by induction on the length of w,); 
in particular, putting x = r, we find that r E QJ. 
We shall be concerned with the situation where we have two (not 
necessarily distinct) subsets J’, J G n and w E W. For a large part of the 
next section we shall assume: 
Condition 2.1. J’ = IZn w(@-\QJ). 
Unfortunately, it appears that eventually we must make an assumption 
which turns out to be stronger than Condition 2.1, namely, 
Condition 2.2. W,,wW, is the unique (W,,, W,)-coset in W such that 
w,, n ww,w-’ = 1. 
The only examples for which there exists a w E W with Condition 2.2 
holding that we have found are as follows: 
(i) J empty, J’ = Il. 
(ii) J = ZZ, J’ empty. 
(iii) @oftypeB,.n={~,,r~}, say. J=J’=(rl} orJ=J’= {rz}. 
(iv) @ of type A,. Here, given any J G Z7, we can find J’ c I& w E W 
such that Condition 2.2 holds. This will be proved in Section 4. 
The case where J = ZZ and J’ is empty is of no interest, since it gives only 
the trivial representation, but the case J empty and J’ = ZI gives a significant 
result. The most fruitful consequences of this paper, though, come from the 
case where @ is of type A,. 
The purpose of the present section is to investigate the relationship 
between Conditions 2.1 and 2.2. 
The proof of Lemma 9.4.1 in [ 11 gives: 
(2.3) IfJsIZ and WE W,, then w(@+\@~)= @‘\@,. 
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Now, w@, is a system of roots in w%JJ whose Weyl group is wWJw-‘. 
Since @+ n w@, is a positive system in w@,, Corollary 2.2.3 in [l] gives: 
(2.4) Ifw, E wW,w-’ and w,(@’ n wQJ)= @+ n wQp, then w, = 1. 
We now suppose that J, J’ c IZ and consider double cosets W,, wW, for 
which W,, n wW,w-’ = 1. Note that if w, belongs to such a double coset, 
then W,, n w, W,w;’ = 1. 
2.5. LEMMA. W,,n wWJw-’ = 1 ifand only if@,,n w@, is empty. 
Proof: Suppose that OJt n w@, is empty. If w, E W,,, then 
w,(@+ n wDJ) c: @+, b y (2.3). If w, also belongs to wW,w-‘, then w, = 1, 
by (2.4). 
Conversely, if QJ, n w@, is non-empty, let r be a root in QJ, f7 w@,. Then 
w,E WJ,nwWJw-l. 1 
In the next Lemma, cPt could be changed to Qp-, and/or @- could be 
changed to Qt. (F or an illustration, see the example after Theorem 4.1.) 
2.6. LEMMA. Suppose that W,, n wWJw-’ = 1. Then 
(i) There exists w, E W,, w W, such that J’ c w, @-. An element w* 
of W,. w W, has the property that J’ c w *CD - if and only if w * E w, W,. 
(ii) There is a unique w, E W,, wW, such that J’ G w2 @- and 
JG w;‘@+. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.5.9 in [ 11, there exists a unique w, E W,, w such 
that J’ G w, @-. 
Lemma 2.5 shows that J’ C_ wl(@-\Qp,), so if w* E w, W,, then (2.3) 
proves that J’ G ~*(@-\a,) c w*@-. 
Conversely, if J’ c w*@- for some w* E WJ,wW,, then w* E WJ,wI w’ 
for some w’ E W,, and thus J’ E w, w’@-. By the uniqueness part of 
Corollary 2.5.9 in [l], w* = w1 w’, so w* E w1 W,. 
By a proof similar to that of Corollary 2.5.9 in [ 1] there exists a unique 
w,E w, W, such that JE w;‘@ +. Therefore, J’E w,@- and JS w;‘@+, 
and if w” E w,,ww, has the same properties, then 
~*E(w,W,)n(w,,w,)=(~~}. I 
The last two lemmas give: 
2.7. THEOREM. If the double coset W,< wW, has the property that 
W,, n w W, w -’ = 1, then we may choose our double coset representative w
in such a way that J’ c w(@ -\cP$). 
We next aim to prove the converse of this result. 
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2.8. LEMMA. If r(l), rC2) ,..., rtk) are negative roots and CT= 1 &rCi’ E GJ 
where each 1, is a strictly positive integer, then each rfi) E Qi,. 
Proof: Let rl , r2,..., rl be the fundamental roots. Write 
rCi’ = $1 pijrj. 
Then each plj is an integer less than or equal to zero, since rCi) is a negative 
root. But Cf= 1 C:=, A,pu,rj E QJ, SO if rj & J, then Cf=, Aipij = 0, and hence 
for all i, ,uij = 0. Therefore, 
rci) =z, Pijrj E QJ. I 
I 
2.9. THEOREM. If W,, n wWJw-’ # 1, then J’ & w(@-\QJ). 
ProoJ: By Lemma 2.5, W,, n wW,w-’ # 1 implies there is a positive 
root r in @,, n w@,. Then 
r= 2 Airi, 
rie 
where li > 0 and at least one lli is strictly positive. But 
w-‘(r) = C liw-‘(ri) E QJ, 
PiEJ’ 
so by Lemma 2.8, there exists ri E J’ such that w-‘(ri) E at U QJ. 1 
2.10. THEOREM. Assume there is a unique ( W,,, W,)-coset W,, wW, with 
the property that W,, n wWJw-’ = 1. Then there exists w, E W,, wW, such 
that J’ = nn w,(@-\@,). Further, the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) w* E w, W,, 
(ii) J’ c w*(@-\Qp,), 
(iii) J’ = IIn w*(@-\@,). 
Proo$ By Theorem 2.1, there exists w, E W,, wWJ such that 
J’ c ~~(@-\a~). Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.9 prove that the conditions 
w * E wr W, and J’ c w*((@-\eJ) are equivalent. The proof of the present 
theorem will therefore be complete once we have shown that the hypotheses 
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(i) W,,w, W, is the unique double coset with W,,n w1 W,w;’ = 1, 
and 
(ii) J’ E wl(@-\QJ) 
imply that m’ C_ wi(@ + U QJ). 
If s E ZZ/Y and w,wr E W,, w1 W,, then we may write w, = w’w” with 
w’ E W,, and w” E w, W,w;‘. Since s &Jr, w” # 1, and by (2.4) there 
exists r E Qp+ n wlQJ such that w”(r) E @- f7 w,@,. By (2.3), w&r) = 
w’w”(r) E @-, since Qi,, n wi QJ is empty. But w, changes just one positive 
root, namely, s, into a negative root (see Lemma 2.1.5 in [ 1 I), so r = s. 
Therefore, s E w1 QJ. 
If sEn\J’ and w,wr@ WJ,wIWJ, then W,,n(w,wlWJw;*w,)#l. 
Using Lemma 2.5, we know that there is a positive root I C @,, n w, w, QJ. 
Now, 
w, s> 
w;‘(r) - (s,s) -. w;‘(s) = w,i,cSj(w;‘(r)) 
= w;‘w,wI w;‘(r) 
= w;lw,(r) E QJ. 
But (r, s) < 0, since r E QJ, n @+ and s @J’ (see 11, p. 14)). Also, w;‘(r) is 
a negative root, since r is a positive root in QJ, and w-‘J’ G Qi-. Also, 
w;l(r) 6$ QJ, since w;‘(@,,)n QJ is empty. Therefore, b;‘(s) E @‘, by 
Lemma 2.8. 
This completes the proof that n\J’ G wi(@’ U QJ), and with it the proof 
of the theorem. I 
3. THE SUBMODULE THEOREM 
Let G be a Chevalley group over a field K of q elements. G is generated 
by its root subgroups X, for all r E @ (@ being a root system of the 
appropriate type.) X, consists of elements x,.(t) where t E K, and 
x,(tJ . x,(t2) = x,(t, + t2). Let H be the diagonal subgroup of G and N be the 
monomial subgroup. Then H (1 N and N/H z W, the Weyl group of @. Let 
U be the subgroup of G generated by the positive root subgroups, and Uz be 
the subgroup of U generated by root subgroups corresponding to roots of 
height at least 2. Then U, Q U and U/U, is abelian (Theorem 5.3.3 in [ 11.) 
Let Z@ denote the set of all linear combinations of elements of @ with 
integer coefficients. Each K-character x of Z@ gives rise to an automorphism 
hk) of the underlying Lie algebra, and h&) acts on G by 
W x,(t) Mx-’ = x,W-)t) 
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(cf. [l, pp. 97-1001). Let A= {h&) Ix is a K-character of Z@), and denote 
by 6 the extension of G by fi. H is contained in fi and N normalizes fi 
[I, p. 1021. 
If JS l7, let PJ be the subgroup of G generated by fi and the root 
subgroups Xr for r E @+ U QJ. PJ is a parabolic subgroup of 6. 
When @ has type A,, G r PSL,, ,(K), and 6 E PGLt, ,(K). 
There is only one place in this section, namely, Theorem 3.11, where we 
have to use fi; the results before Theorem 3.11 work equally well for the 
group G. 
If w E W, we denote by n, an element of N which maps to w under the 
natural homomorphism. Note that the coset n,P, depends only on w since 
HcP,. 
Let F be a field whose characteristic does not divide q. We shall work with 
the group algebra FG of 6 over F. If Z is any subset of 6, we denote 
C,,, 1, . g by Z. The permutation representation of G on the subgroup PJ 
may be regarded as the left ideal (F6)FJ of FG. Our first aim is to construct 
an element of FG which projects (FG)FJ onto a one-dimensional space. This 
will be done in two stages, the first of which is to project (FG)p, into a small 1 
subspace SJ1,,,, of FG. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let WE W and JEZT. Then U=(Unn,V,n;‘) 
(U n n,P,n; ‘), where V’ is the group generated by the root subgroups X, 
with r E @-\QJ. The statement obtained by replacing U by U, is also true. 
ProoJ: Clearly the subsets Y,, !Pz of @ defined by 
Y’, = (r E CD+ ( w(r) E W\@,}, 
YI,=(rE@+(w(r)E@+U@,} 
are disjoint closed subsets whose union is @ +. Noting that n,X,n; ’ = Xwtrj, 
the results now follow from the proof of Lemma 8.4.1 in [ 11. 1 
For the remainder of the paper, let r, , r2 ,..., rl be the fundamental roots, in 
some chosen order. 
If S z l7, let KS denote the set of functions from S into K. If t E KS, we 
write x(t) = n x,(t(r)), the product being over the roots of S in increasing 
order. If S, c S, we sometimes identify KS1 with the subset of KS consisting 
of those functions which are zero on S\S,, using the fact that x,(O) = 1. 
Note that every element of U has a unique expression in the form x(t)u, 
with t E K” and u2 E U, (Theorem 5.3.3(ii) in [I]). 
3.2. THEOREM. Each left coset of PJ in d contains an element of the 
form x(t)u, n, with t E K(n nW(o-\@,)) , u,EU,nn,V,n;’ and WE W. 
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Further, if x(t)uZnwPJ = x(t’) u;n,P, with t’ E K’” nwc*-‘w) and 
u; E U, n n, V,n;‘, then t = t’ and u, = u;. 
ProoJ Corollary 8.4.4 in [l] shows that every element of 6 can be 
written in the form un,hu, with u, u, E U, w E W, h E Z?. Now, hu, E P,, 
and u can be written as u’u” with u’ E Un n, VJn;* and 
u” E un n,P& ‘, so un,hu,P, = u’nwPJ. However, u’ = x(t)u2 for some 
tEK”, u,E U2nnn,V,n;’ and x(t)E Unn,V,n;‘. Since Unn,V,n;’ 
is generated by the root subgroups X,, where r is a positive root in 
w(@-\@~), t(ri) = 0 unless ri E w(@-\GJ). 
Finally, if x(t) u,n,PJ = x(t’) u;n,P,, then u;-‘x(t’)-‘x(t)u* E 
(n,P,n;‘) n (n, V,n;‘) = 1, so x(t)u, = x(t’)u; and t = t’, u, = us. 1 
Next, we define an important element f,, of Fe, where J’ E ZZ. 
Let X,, be the subset of G consisting of those elements x(t) for which 
t E KJ’ and t(ri) equals 0 or 1 if ri E J’. Thus, IX,,] = 2”“. Let 
liy = c &(t)X(t), 
X(f)EXJI 
where e(t) = 1, if the number of roots ri with t(ri) = 1 is even, and 
e(t) = -1, otherwise. Thus, 
& = n (1, - 1, * x,(l)), rc5.l’ 
where the product is taken over the roots in ascending order. In fact, we shall 
always consider zJ, 0, and since x,,(l) commutes with xr,( 1) modulo U,, the 
order of the factors in the above product is immaterial. Note, too, that 
ZJC 0, = VZiiTJ,. 
The attention of the reader is drawn to the example following Theorem 
4.2. 
Now, U,n,P, = (I U, n n,P,n;’ 1 . l,)(U, n n, V,n;‘) n,,,F,, by Lemma 
3.1. The order of U, n n,P,n; ’ is a power of the prime which divides q, and 
since the characteristic of F does not divide q, ) U, n n,P,n;’ ( . 1, # 0,. 
Therefore, 
(3.3) fJ, U,n,P, is a non-zero multiple of f,,(U, n n, V,n;‘) n,P,. 
On the other hand, Theorem 3.2 shows: 
(3.4) If J’ E ~(a-\@~), then xun,PJ runs through a set of distinct left 
cosets of PJ as x runs through X,, and u runs through U, n n, V,n; ‘. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let J, J’ c II, u E U and w E W. Then 2J,Uzun,F, is 
non-zero if and only if J’ c ~(a-\@~). 
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Proof: Since u commutes with xJ, oZ, xJ, 02un,,,FJ is non-zero if and 
only if fJ, U,n,P, is non-zero. 
If J’ c w(@‘-\aj,), then f~,~2n,~~ is non-zero, by (3.3) and (3.4). 
Suppose that J’ @ w(@-\QJ). Choose s E J’ n w(@+ U QJ). Then 
(1, - 1,. x,(l)) n,F, = n,(l, - 1,. x,-,,,,(l))p7, = 0, 
since w-‘(s) E @+ U QJ implies that Xw-,(sJ c PJ. Therefore, 
fJr G,n,P, = U2ZJ,n,P, 
=Uz n (IF-lF.xr(l)) (lF-iF~xS(l))nwFJ=O. I 
I rd’ t r+s 
3.6. COROLLARY. Suppose that J, J’ E il. Then zJt 02(Fi?)F, is non-zero 
if and only if there exists w E W such that WJr n wW, w- ’ = 1. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.2, fJ,o,(F@FJ is non-zero if and only if 
gJ, oZ un,F, is non-zero for some u E U, w E W. The corollary now follows 
at once from Theorems 2.7 and 2.9. 1 
Next let w be a given element of W and assume that J, J’ c n with 
J’ E w(@-\QJ). Then 
{x(t) 02n,PJ 1 t E KJ’} 
is a linearly independent subset of (Fd)p7,. We consider certain F-linear 
maps on the space spanned by these elements. If t E KJ’ and S is a subset of 
J’, let t 1, denote the restriction of t to S. In the next definition, we take 
EJ,,,,J to be the intersection of the kernels of the F-linear maps of the form 
tz,, a(t) X(t) &w?~ t-+ ,;,, a(t) x(t Is> 0,n,P-J (a(t) E F) 
as S varies over subsets strictly contained in J’: 
3.7. DEFINITION. Suppose that J, J’ 5 l7, w E W and J’ c w(@-\GJ). 
Let Z.,,,w,J be the F-space consisting of all elements in Fe of the form 
such that for every set S strictly contained in J’ and for every f E KS, we 
have C a(t) = 0, summing over {t E KJ’ 1 t 1, = f}. 
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3.8. LEMMA. Let J, J’ s II, w E w, u E u. Suppose that 
J’ = l7n w(@-\QJ). Then $, ~2un,~J E EJ,,w,J. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that un,,,P, = x(b) u2 n,FJ for 
some b E KJ’ and u2 E U,. Therefore, 
zJc ~2un,~J = fJ,x(b) u,n,FJ = x c(t) x(b + t) u2n,,,pJ, 
where the sum is over all t E KJ’ such that t(ri) equals 0 or 1, and c(t) = 1, 
or -1, depending on the parity of the number of roots ri for which t(ri) = 1. 
Let S be a set strictly contained in J’, and let f E KS. Then 
x (c(t) 1 b(ri) + t(ri) =f(ri) for all ri E S} 
equals zero unlessf(rJ = b(ri) orf(ri) = b(r,) + 1 for all ri E S, and equals 
2lJ’\sI-’ . 1, + 2’J’b’-’ . (-lF) = 0, 
otherwise. Therefore, zJC ~,un,,,~, E EJJ’,w,J. 1 
3.9. LEMMA. Assume that J,J’ cIZ, w E W and J’ =l7n w(C\GJ). 
Then EJ,,w,,J is a left Ufi-module. 
ProoJ Let CtEKJsa(t) x(t) OT,nwFJ E ZJ,,w,J (a(t) E F). 
If hh) E fi, then h(,y) normalizes each root subgroup, n;‘h(x) n,,, E fi and 
fi E PJ. Therefore, 
h(X) C a(t) x(t) o,n,F, 
IEKJ’ 
Thus , EJ,,,,J is an &module. 
If u E U, write u = x(b)u, with b E K”, uZ E U,. Then 
x(b)u, z1: a(t) x(t) oznwpJ 
tExJ' 
= 2 a(t) x(t) U,x(b) n,FJ 
IEKJ’ 
= Y a(t) x(t) &x(bl,,) n,PJ 
GJ’ 
by Theorem 3.2 
= ,$ a(t)x(t + blJt) U2nwFJE ‘J’,+%J’ 
481/14/2~1 I 
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Thus, EJ,,w,J is a U-module. Since & normalizes U, EJ,,w,J is a Ufi- 
module. I 
Next, let HJ, be the subset of fi consisting of those hk) such that X(ri) = 1 
if ri E n\J’. Since hh,) &) = hh,~~), HJ, is a subgroup of I?. 
Note that if t E K”, 
Let K* = K\{O,}. As hk) runs through HJ,, k(r,),..., I) runs through all 
elements b E K *n for which b(ri) = 1 if ri E @I’. We therefore have: 
(3.10) If S GJ’ and t E K*S, then &x(t) p, = (q - l)IJ’b’ 
c bEK*S x(b) P,. 
3.11. THEOREM. Assume that J, J’ 5 II, w E W and J’ = I7 n ~(@-\a~). 
(9 If PJ E EJf,w,J with CE Fe, then fJ,i?,,& is a multiple of 
ZJ, 0, n,FJ. In particular, ZJ,HJ,fJ, 0, n,P, = q”“ZJ, U,n,P,. 
(ii) EJ,,w,J is an irreducible left U&module, generated by gJ, flz n,,,P,. 
Proof. Suppose that < = CIEK,, a(t) x(t) U,n, and <FJ E ‘.=3JJ’,w,J. 
The inclusion-exclusion principle gives 
IJ’I 
c a(b) = c 1 x (-lF)IJ”-‘a(c). 
bEK*J’ i=o SEJ’ CEKS 
ISI=i 
But for 0 < i<lJ’I and jSl=i, CcsKSa(c)=O, since @JEEJ,,,,J. 
Therefore, 
c a(b) = (-l,)IJ”a(0). 
bcK*” 
(3.12) 
Now, by (3.10) and the fact that I? normalizes U,, 
where 
We claim that 
P(S) = (q - 1)‘J”S’ 
&s a(d)* 
/3(S) = (1 - q)‘J+ 
dz*,. a(d)* 
(3.13) 
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This is certainly true when S =J’, so assume that S #J’. Choose S, 1 S 
withIS,I=ISI+l;then 
/j(S,) = (1 - q)IJ’\SI-1 
& a(d) * * 
by induction. By considering the function f E KSu(J’\S1’ defined by 
ftri) = lK if ri E S 
and 
f Cri) = OK if ri E J’\S, 
the fact that HJ,pJ E ZJ,,w,J implies that 
B(S) + (4 - 1) ml) = 09 
whence (3.13) follows. 
We now have 
Next, we intend to multiply on the left by xJ,, so let us examine 
where T = (t E KJ’ 1 t(ri) = 0 or 1 if ri E J’}, and E(C) = 1, if the number of 
roots ri with t(ri) = 1 is even and s(t) = -1, otherwise. 
If c E KJ’ can be written in the form b + t with b E K*S, t E T, then 
c(ri) = 0 or 1 for ri E J’\S. Consider the coefficient of x(c) oZ which is 
C&(t), summed over those b E K *‘, t E T with b + t = c. If c & T, then 
c(r,J # 0, 1 for some rk E S. The coefficient of x(c) o2 equals 2 (s(t) + s(o), 
summed over those b E K*S, t E T with b + t = c and t(r,J = 0, and i defined 
by iki) = t(rJ if i # k, f(r,) = 1. Since c(t) + ~(0 = 0, the coefficient of 
x(c) U, is zero in this case. On the other hand, if c E T, then the coefficient 
of x(c) 0, is e(t*), where 
t*(ri) = c(ri) if ri EJ’\S 
=o if ri E S and c(ri) = 1 
= 1 if ri E S and c(ri) = 0. 
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Therefore, s(t*) = (-lF)ISls(c). We have now proved that 
ZJ, c x(b) u* = (-lF)‘“‘ZJ, 0,. 
bcK’s 
Thus, 
2J,HJ,@J = (-lF)‘J” 2 (q - 1)‘J”S’ c a(d)& @z,P,. 
SGJ’ dsK*J’ 
But 
,TJ, (q- 1)IJ’b = T (I<:[) (q- l)izqlJ’I. 
i=O 
Therefore, using (3.12), 
iiTJ,HJ!rp, = q’J”a(0)fJ< U*n,P,. 
If < = 2J, U2n,FJ, then a(0) = 1, and this proves the first part of the 
theorem. 
If r is arbitrary, with FJ# 0, the fact that x(b)x(c)U, =x(b + c)o, 
enables us to multiply FJ on the left by a suitable term of the form x(b) to 
ensure that the coefficient of x(0) i?,n,P, is non-zero, and then (FG) pJ 
contains zJ, 0, nwpJ, which proves the second part of the theorem. 1 
From now on, we shall assume that there is a unique (IV,,, IV,)-coset, 
WJ,wWJ, in W such that WJ,n wWJw-’ = 1. 
We may assume that our double coset representative w has the property 
that J’ = L7n ~(a-\@~), by Theorem 2.10. 
Theorems 2.10 and 3.5, together with Lemma 3.8, show that 
fJs i?,(Fc;‘) pJ G Z’Jt,w,J. 
From Theorem 3.11 (i), we have 
,fJ,HJ,zJ, tf?,(FC?)p, = F . zJs U2n,FJ. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
3.16. DEFINITION. Let S,,,, be the left ideal of F6 generated by 
zJ, ,!?,n,,,P,. Lemma 3.1 shows that S,,., = (FC?) ifJ,(U2 c-7 n, V,n;‘) n,,,P,. 
3.17. DEFIN~ION. Let ( , ) be the unique bilinear form on the left ideal 
(FC?)FJ of Fe such that for g,, g, E G, 
( glpJ, &‘J> = ’ if glpJ= glpJ 
=o otherwise. 
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This form is clearly symmetric, non-singular and G-invariant. If I is a sub- 
left-ideal of (FG)pJ, let 1’ be the sub-left-ideal of (FG)p, equal to the set of 
all c$& such that (pJ, rip,) = 0 for all <,FJ E I ({, & E Fe). 
3.18. THE SUBMODULE THEOREM. Assume there is a unique (W,,, W,)- 
coset, W,, wWJ, in W such that W,, n wW,w-’ = 1. If I is any sub-left-ideal 
of (FC?)pJ, then either I? S,,,, or I c Si,,, . 
Prooj If there exists eJ E Z (l E F6) with fJ,o,fl-J # 0, then 
gJro,yp, is a non-zero element of EJ3J’,w,J by (3.14), so gJ,ozn,,,FJE Z by 
Theorem 3.11 (ii), and Z 2 SJ,,J L 
Otherwise, for all pJ E I, XJ,o,@J =O. Let -1 E KJ’ be the function 
sending ri to -1 (ri E J’). We have: 
(3.19) Ifwe write fJ, = CXCoEXJ, e(t) x(t), then 
x(-l)~.J7*= (-lF)IJ” x,;x E(t)X(-t) 0,. 
J’ 
For all @‘, E 1, 
0 = (-l,)““(x(-1) fJ, U,rP,, n,P,) = (pJ, XJ, U,n,P,), 
using the facts that our bilinear form is G-invariant and that x(t)-‘U, = 
x(-t)U2. Therefore, Z c Si,,J in this case. u 
3.20. DEFINITION. Let D,,,, = SJ,,A(SJ,,J n S,‘,,,). 
3.21. THEOREM. Assume there is a unique (W,,, W,)-coset, WJpwWJ, in 
W such that W,,n wW,w-’ = 1. Then D,,,, is a self-dual, absolutely 
irreducible Fe-module. 
Proof. We show first that S,,,, 4f S),,J. 
Using (3.19) we have 
= x,fzx, G)x(--fW2 ~hJX3nwP,~ ( 
x c(t) x(t)(U2 n n, V,n;‘) n, P J * 
X(f)EXJI ) 
By Theorem 3.2, this equals 1 U, f7 n, V,n;’ 1 . 1, if the characteristic of K 
is not 2 and equals 1 X,,l 1 U, n n, V,n; ’ 1 . 1, if the characteristic of K is 2. 
In any case, the inner product is not equal to O,, since I U, n n, V,n;‘l is a 
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power of the characteristic of K, IX,,1 = 2”“, and the characteristic of F 
does not divide that of K. This proves that S,,, & Sj,,,. 
Since D,,,, # 0, it is irreducible, by the Submodule Theorem. DJIJ is self- 
dual, by (1.5) in 121, and Corollary 3.24 below shows that it is absolutely 
irreducible. 
3.22. COROLLARY. When F = Q, the field of rational numbers, S,,,, is a 
self-dual, absolutely irreducible FG-module. 
Proof. When F = C!, (<FJ, gJ) > 0 for all non-zero @, E (FG)p,, so 
s,,,, n sf,,J = 0. I 
3.23. LEMMA. Suppose that J’, J,, J, c_ ll and that there exists a unique 
(WJl, WJ,>coset, W,,w, WJ,, such that WJCn w, WJ,y;’ = 1. Let I be a 
sub-left-ideal o~(FG)F,~ and let 0 E Hom,e( SJj,J,, ((FG) p,JI)). 
(i) zf w,,n w2 WJ2w;’ #lforallw,E W,thenB=O. 
(ii) Zf there exists a unique ( WL,, _W)-coset, W,, w2 WJ,, such 
that W,, n w2 WJ,w;’ = 1, 
ZJf 0, nw,PJ1) t I. 
then 8(X,, U2n,,PJ,) = (a multiple of 
Proof. By Theorem 3.11(i), 
-- 
Since i?,,zJ, u, = U2HJ,X?J,, we ha.ve 
-- -- _ - - - 
~J,~J.~J.U,HJ,~J,~~n,,~J,=~J,U,HJ,XJ,HJ,XJ,U,n,,~J, 
-- - - 
= q1J’12Js U, HJ,XJ, U n p 2 WI JI 
-- 
Therefore 
But zJ, 02(FG) pJ2 = 0 if W,, n w2 W,,w;’ # 1 for all w2 E W, by 
Corollary 3.6. Therefore, 19 = 0 in this case (since the characteristic of F does 
not divide 1 U,I q2’J” .) Under the hypothesis of part (ii) of the lemma, (3.15) 
implies the stated result. 1 
3.24. COROLLARY. Assume there is a unique (W,,, W,)-coset, WJ,wWJ, 
in W such that W,,n wW,w-’ = 1. Then Hom,8(DJ,,J, D,,,,) is one dimen- 
sional. 
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Proof. If 0, E Horn,,@,,,,, D,,,,), then we can construct 8 belonging to 
Hom,d%,,, D,,,,) by composing the maps 
S,<+,------+D,,,-D,,,. canon. ’ 8, 9 
The second part of the lemma implies that 0, is simply multiplication by an 
element of F. I 
The first part of Lemma 3.23 gives: 
3.25. COROLLARY. If J’ = II, J is empty and J, is a non-empty subset of 
II, then D,,,, is not a composition factor of (F@FJ2. 
For the final theorem in this section we consider the situation where there 
is a unique (W,,, W,)-coset W,,wW, in W such that W,,n wW,w-' = 1, 
and nJ’ En for some xE W. 
unique ( W,, , W,)-coset in 
Therefore, S,,,, is defined. 
3.26. THEOREM. In the 
D ?hl’.J - D.V.J. 
Then iW,,n-‘= W,,, and W,,lrwW, is the 
W such that W,,,n(nwW,w-'r-l)= 1. 
above situation, S,,, J = S,,,,. Hence 
Proof. We prove that SnJC,J & Sfj,J. 
nl’ = nn nw(@-\@,), so d,,,(U, n nnw V,n;i) nnwPJ generates SRJC,J. 
Therefore the following element belongs to S,,,,: 
n;‘dzJr(U, n nnw V,n;d) nnwPJ 
=fJ,((n;‘U,n, n n, V,n;‘) n,P, 
= fJ,(n;‘U,n,) n (n, V,n;‘) n U n,P, + some terms ZJj.zn,PJ, 
where z E n,V,n;‘\U. 
As in (3.19) we let -1 E KJ’ be the function sending ri to - 1 (ri E J'). 
Note that X,, and x(-l)xJC are subsets of Un n,V,n;‘, since J' = 
Hn WV-\@J and x(-l) X,,(U,n n,V,n;‘) n,,,FJ E S,,,,. We claim that 
(fJ,zn,FJ,,x(-l)~~,(U,nn,VJn;‘)n,P-,)=O. 
If this were false, then there would exist u, , u2 E Un n, V,n; ’ such that 
ulznwPJ= uzn,P,; but then u;‘u,z E n,P,n;’ n n, V,n;’ = 1, and 
z = u1 u;’ E U, a contradiction. 
We also claim that 
(n;‘Uzn,)n(n,V,n;’ >n u=(n;1U,n,)n(n,V,n~')nU2. 
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For if X, is one of the root subgroups generating the first of these groups, 
then r is positive and nr has height at least 2 (as X, c Un n; ’ U, n,), so 
r 6 J’ since rrJ’ G J7. Further, W-‘(T) E @-\@, (as X,. G nwVJ~il), so 
r 6? n\J’ since J’ = I7 17 w(@ -\QJ). Therefore, r has height at least 2. 
We now have 
(n,‘iq&l, n n nw &&I n,,& x(-l@.& n n, v,ni’) n,C) 
= (fJ,(t2;1u,t2,) n (n, v,n;‘) n U2rzwFJ, x(-1)fJ,(U2 n n, V,n;‘)n,P,) 
= (2’5” . I(n,1U2n,)n(n,VJn,1)nuU,I) a 1, if K has characteristic 2
=(I(n,lU~n,)n(n,~Jn,l)nU~I). 1, otherwise. 
Since I(n;‘U2n,)n (n,V,n;‘) n iJ,I is a power of the prime dividing q, and 
the characteristic of F does not divide q, the above inner product does not 
equal 0,. 
We have now proved that SnJsqJ @ SjC,J. Interchanging J’ and zJ’, we 
deduce also that S,$,, & SiJC,J, whereupon the Submodule Theorem implies 
that S,,,, = S,,,,. 1 
4. THE PROJECTIVE GENERAL LINEAR GROUP 
In this section, we assume that @ is a root system of type A (. We may 
take the fundamental roots in the form ri = ei - e,, i (1 < i < I), where 
e, , e2 ,..., e,, I is a basis of an (I + 1)-dimensional space. W is the symmetric 
group on (1, 2,..., 
C? z PGL,, ,(K). 
It l}, permuting e,, e2 ,..., e,, I in the natural way, and 
With each subset J of J7 we may associate a composition of It 1. By a 
composition of I t 1 we mean a sequence I = (A,, II, ,...) of non-negative 
integers whose sum is Z+ 1. If we have the further property that 
A, 2;1, > ***, then we call A a partition of It 1. To associate J with a 
composition, AJ, note that J defines a transitive relation on { 1, 2,..., It 1) 
where i is related to j if and only if i<j and 
ei--i+lyei+l - ei+Z,..., ej-1 - ej belong to J. Take the smallest equivalence 
relation containing this transitive relation. The set of equivalence classes is 
totally ordered by way of the ordering on (1,2,..., 1 t 1) and we let the ith 
part of 1, be the size of the ith equivalence class. 
EXAMPLE. IfI+1=8andJ=(e,-e,,e,-e,,e,-e,,e,--e,,e,-e,}, 
then A, = (3, 1,4). 
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If A is a composition of I+ 1, we define the partition I’ = (Ai, A;,...) 
conjugate to A by 
Af = I{ j I aj > i)l. 
Suppose now that we have two compositions A, p of I+ 1 and that A’ = ,u”. 
We wish to define a certain subset [&cl] of Z x Z which generalizes the 
notion of a Young diagram. 
If A, ,U are both partitions of I + 1, let 
Then {(i, j)l 1 < j<pi} is called the ith row of [A,,B\ and ((i, j)( 1 <i<$} 
is called the jth coEumn of [A, ~1. 
More generally, if A,p are compositions of I + 1, then A is obtained from 
A” by applying a permutation x1 to the parts of A”, and P is obtained from 
,u” by applying a permutation x2 to be parts offi”. Let [&PI be the subset of 
Z x L obtained by applying rci to be set of columns and rr2 to be set of rows 
of [A”, ,U”l. 
EXAMPLE. If A = (3, 1, 2, 2), ,u = (3,4, l), then A” = (3, 2, 2, l), 
,u” = (4, 3, 1) and 
(a”,,“] = x x x x [kpl=x x x 
x x x xxxx 
X X 
Notice that given J c ZJ there exist (in general, several) subsets J’ G ZZ 
such that A;, = 1;. (Here ,A, and A,, are the compositions associated with J 
and J’.) 
4.1. THEOREM. If J, J’ G IZ and A;, = A::‘, then there is a unique 
(W,,, W,)-coset W,<wW, in W such that W,,nwW,w-‘= 1. 
ProoJ Define a [J’, J]-tableau to be an array of integers obtained by 
replacing the elements of [A,,, A,] by the numbers 1, 2,..., I+ 1 in some order. 
W acts of the set of [J’, J]-tableaux in the natural way, by permuting the 
numbers 1, 2, . . . . I + 1. 
Let T be the [J’, J]-tableau with 1,2 ,..., Z+ 1 in order down successive 
columns, and let T* be the [J’, J]-tableau with 1,2,..., 1+ 1 in order 
along successive rows. Let w be the element of W for which wT* = T. 
Then the column stabilizer of T is W,, and the row stabilizer of T is 
ww,w-1, so WJ,n wWJw-’ = 1. If wi 65 WJ,wWJ, then some pair of 
numbers lie in the same column of T and in the same row of wi T*, so 
wpnw, W,w;‘z 1. I 
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EXAMPLE. A,, = (3,2, 1, l), A, = (4,2, 1). 
T=l 4 6 7 T*=l 2 3 4 and w = (247365). 
2 5 5 6 
3 7 
We use this example to illustrate the various natural conditons we can 
impose on our double-coset representative w (cf. Lemma 2.6(ii)). 
(i) IfJ’Gw@+andJcw-‘@+,thenwT*=l 4 6 7 
2 5 
3 
(ii) IfJ’cw@-andJGw-‘@+,thenwT*=3 5 6 7 
2 4 
1 
(iii) IfJ’ c w@+ andJG we’@-, then wT* = 7 6 4 1 
5 2 
3 
(iv) IfJ’ E w@- andJG w-‘@-, then wT* = 7 6 5 3 
4 2 
We shall now complement Theorem 3.26 by proving: 
4.2. THEOREM. Assume that @ has type A,. Let J’, JG l7 with A:, = 1;. 
Suppose that K E W has the property that RJC 17. Then SJr,nJ g S,,,, and 
D J’,nJ = - D.v,J * 
Proof. There exists a unique w E W such that 
J’ = nn w(@-\@,) and JG w-l@+ 
by Theorems 4.1 and 2.10 and Lemma 2.6. 
Now, 
w,,n w*wnJw*-l = 1 if and only if w* E WJ,wrr-‘WlcJ, (4.3) 
so SJ’,d is defined. 
Let A,, = (A,, A2 ,... ), A, = (,B~ ,,uz ,... ). 
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It is sufficient o prove the theorem in the case where A, is obtained from 
A, by interchanging two adjacent parts, say pk and pk+, , so we assume that 
A, and AJ are related in this way. We intend to produce a surjective FG- 
homomorphism from S,,,, to S,,,,. In view of Theorem 3.26, we may 
assume that 
(i) If~k>~k+I, thenk,>&>,... 
and (4.4) 
(ii) if~,~~Uk+l,then~,~l,~.... 
The first step is to prove that our assumptions imply that 
J’ c_ w(@ -\@j,). 
Let T, (respectively T2) be the [J’, J]-tableau (respectively [J’, 7cJl- 
tableau) with 1, 2,..., I+ 1 in order down successive columns, and let TT 
(respectively T,*) be the [J’, J]-tableau (respectively [J’, rrJ]-tableau) with 
1,2,..., I+ 1 in order along successive rows. 
@,,nw@,isemptyandJcw-‘@+, so for all j the set of numbers in the 
jth column of wT: coincides with the set of numbers in thejth column of T, , 
which is the same as the set of numbers in the jth column of T,. 
J’ e w(@-\QnJ) only if for some a # b, a and b belong to the same 
column of wTT and the same row of wT,*. 
If PkaPk+l and A, &&a ..., then all numbers in wTf lie in the same 
row as the row which contains them in wT,*, except those numbers in the 
k&c+ 1 + 11, (kpuk., + 2),..., (k, ,uk) places of wT7 which lie in the (k + 1)th 
row of wT:. But &>A,>... means that there are no numbers in the 
(k+ L~clk+, + 11, (k t l,clk+l t %.., (k t 1, pk) places of wTf . Therefore, 
J’ s w(@ -\@,) in the situation of (4.4)(i). A similar argument for the case 
(4.4)(ii) proves that we have 
J’ G w(@ -\c&~). (4.5) 
Now, every left coset representative of PJ n P, in PJ has the form un,, 
where u E U, w’ E W, (cf. the description P,= BN,B of PJ in 111.) We may 
put u = u’u”, where 
u’ E n x,, u” E n x,. 
rsO+ n8, rEO+\@J 
Then un,,(P, n PzJ) = u’n,, n;?u”n,,(P, n PzJ) = u’n,,(P, n P,), since 
w’-‘(@‘\aJ)~ @+, by (2.3). Therefore, we can choose representatives of
the distinct left cosets of PJn P,, in PJ in the form u,n,i(l Q i < m, say), 
with 
uI = nwl = 1, u,E n x0 WiE WJ* 
MO+ ne, 
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p.ip%l= 2 (1, * ui nwi) P,J 
i=l 
and 
gives an FG-homomorphism from (Fe)& into (F@p,. 
The image of the generator &, oz n,P, of S,,., is 
Now, if rE @+ n QJ, then W(T) E @+, since WJC @+. Therefore, 
nwuin;l E U for all i. 
Next, we examine wwi. If i= 1, then J’ E WW~(@-\@,~), by (4.5). 
Conversely, if J’ s wwi(@-\QlrJ), then wwi E wWnJ, by Theorem 2.10, so 
Wi E W,, and Uinwi E PJ n PnJ, which implies that i = 1. 
Theorem 3.5 now gives 
Thus, $J, ozn,FJ maps to a generator of SJPqxJ. 
We have now exhibited a surjective F&homomorphism from SJ,,J to 
S J’,RJ’ Since J= 7z-‘(zJ), there exists a surjective FG-homomorphism from 
S J,,nl to S,,,,. Therefore, S,,,, r SJf,J. 
Since D,,,, is the unique top composition factor of S,,,, and D,,,, is the 
unique top composition factor of SJfsnJ, D,,,, z DJ,,J. 1 
Theorems 3.26 and 4.2 show that, in studying the modules S,,,J for the 
projective general inear groups, we may concentrate on the case where A, is 
a partition and I,, is the conjugate partition, Let us illustrate that this 
remark is non-trivial by considering an example with I = 2. Even in this 
small case it is not transparent hat the various modules we shall give are 
isomorphic. As we observed at the beginning of the paper, all the unipotent 
representations of the general inear groups have the set of scalar matrices in 
their kernel. We shall exhibit elements of F ’ GL,(K) which map to the 
generators of various modules S,,,, under the natural map from F - GL,(K) 
to F . PGL,(K) which sends each group element o the coset of the centre 
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which contains the element. For example, if J= (e, - e2}, then C 1, . m 
summed over all matrices m in G&(K) of the form 
* * * 
t 1 
* * * 
0 0 * 
corresponds to p,. We may, if we wish, consider the left ideal $,C,J of 
F. GL,(K) which maps to S,,,, and then s,,,J/($J,,,n $iC,J) is an 
irreducible F . G,%,(K)-module. There are four modules S,,,, all of which are 
isomorphic, coming from the four cases I, = (2, 1) or (1,2), I,, = (2, 1) or 
(1,2). We list below the generators of these four modules in the form 
In each case, we have some choice for w, but we exhibit that for which 
#,, n w@, is empty, J’ s w@- and JC w-l@+ (see Lemma 2.6). 
(i) J’ = {e, - e2}, J = (e, - ez}. Then A,, = (2, l), AJ = (2, l), and 
w = (123). 
1 0 Cl 
(U,nn,V,n;‘)= 1 1,. t 0 1 0 ) , 
OEK 0 0 1 
(ii) J’ = {e, -e,), J= (e, -e,}. Then A,, = (1,2), 1, = (2, l), and 
w = (23). 
Generator= /lF.[i 8 B)--lF. 
(iii) J’ = (e, - e2}, J= (q -e,}. Then AJ, = (2, l), AJ = (1,2), and 
w= (12). 
Generator= [lF.[% A 8)- 1,. 
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(iv) J’ = (q - e3}, J= (ez -e,}. Then A,, = (1,2), A, = (1,2), and 
w= (132). 
Generator = c 
(IEK 
Now that we are in a position to index unipotent representations of 
PGL,+,(K) by partitions of I+ 1, we write S, for S,,,, and D, for DJ,,J 
when ,U is a partition of 1+ 1 and AJ = lu and A,, = ,u’. 
If 1 and ,U are compositions of I+ 1, we write 13 r> ,U if and only if 
Ci=Ji’<C:4; f or all j (A’ and ,u’ being the partitions conjugate to 1 and 
p, respectively). 
4.6. THEOREM. Let G = PGL,, ,(K). Let ,u be a partition of I+ 1, and let 
1, be the composition of I+ 1 associated with J. If D, is a composition factor 
of (FG)FJ, then ,u e AJ. If ,u = AJ, then D, is a composition factor of (FG)P, 
with multiplicity one. 
Proof Let J’ be the subset of IZ associated with ,u’. If ,u t& AJ, then it is 
well known (cf. Lemma 3.7 in [ 21) that W,, n w W, w - ’ # 1 for all w E W. 
The theorem now follows from Lemma 3.23. I 
4.7. COROLLARY. Zf we take the partitions of 1+ 1 in dictionary order, 
then the matrix recording the composition multiplicities of the various DU’s in 
the Sri’s is lower unitriangular. 
EXAMPLE. It is not hard to show that when 1= 1, the composition 
factors of S,,, and S(i,i) are given by 
if the characteristic of F does not divide q + 1, and by 
4::i,, I 
(2) DC,,,, 1 0 
1 1 1 
if the characteristic of F divides q + 1. 
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It would be nice to know whether the matrix described in Corollary 4.7 is 
part of the decomposition matrix of PGL[+,(K) over the field F. In order to 
prove this, we would need to verify the following: 
Conjecture. S, defined over the field F of p elements is the p-modular 
reduction of S, defined over the field F = Q. 
Finally, we relate our modules to the characters X* given by Steinberg 131: 
4.8. THEOREM. If 1 is a partition of 1 + 1, then S,, defined over thefield 
of rational numbers, affords Steinberg’s character xA. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.22, S, is absolutely irreducible. Steinberg’s 
character xA is the unique constituent of the permutation character on the 
parabolic subgroup corresponding to A which does not occur in the 
permutation character on any earlier (in dictionary order) parabolic 
subgroup. By Theorem 4.6, xA must be the character of S,. a 
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